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Cordia Premium Quartz Surfaces
Cordia is brought to you by the makers of Brilliant Solid Surface; one of the pioneers 

of modern countertops in the world today. Since the initial launch of Cordia in 2010, we 

have evolved in our design and production while maintaining quality consistency. 

The Cordia Palette 
Cordia now offers 20 unique colours. Each slab of stone is created with the finest 

Turkish, quartz mineral and Italian computerized machineries to guarantee consistency 

in colour and quality. We are pleased to be able to offer a 10-year manufacturer limited 

warranty to homeowners across the world. 

(Note: 30mm is available for commercial projects.)

The Evolution
Since inception, we have evolved from creating 12mm thickness to the standard 20mm 

to improve manufacturing quality. When colour-matching is a priority, we want our 

customers to have peace of mind about their chosen colours; thus, we have discontinued 

colours that were difficult to source natural colour quartz for colour consistency.

Evolving from our production line is the “Marble Series”. Many manufacturers spend 

years and countless resources striving to create a surface with both marble-like patterns 

and a consistency of a quartz surface, without achieving full success. In just short seven 

years, we are pleased to be able to offer this exclusive series in 6 different marble-like 

colours and patterns. Now you can have the true, natural look of a marble surface with 

the benefits of being the 3S: Scratch-, Stain- and Scorch-resistant. 

Bespoke Service (Fabrication) 
Cordia has chosen some of the world’s best affiliate stone fabricators to custom tailor 

your tabletop shape for a seamless fit into any desired space. A highly-selective group 

of interior designers hand-picked for their expertise and comprehensive knowledge of 

the performance of quartz surfaces, will suggest ways to utilize/install the surface to 

optimize its natural beauty and functionality. 

For more information or details on 

Cordia Quartz Surfaces, please visit 

www.cordiastone.com or  

www.brilliantsurfacing.

com and www.facebook.com/

brilliantsolidsurface.

 

Color in this pamphlet is only a small 
representation of the actual stone slab. It 
may not hold all the characteristics and 
performance as well. Use this as a general 
reference of the color of stone you desire 
or contact your local representative to see 
actual sample of the stone products.



*Cordia Colours CO3078 and CO3079 are for commercial projects, 
export or large scale residential projects only. Ask your local 
representatives for more details

CO1001
Magnetic Black

CO3064 
Premium White Marble

CO2019
Glacier White

CO3079*
Vintage Grey Marble

CO8085 
Ivory Marble

CO2055
Cloudy Mist

CO5075
Pure White

CO5090
Cloud White

CO1005
Rocky Venetian

CO3078* 
Imperial Brown Marble

CO2040
Universal Stone

CO5077 
Roman Marble

CO5076 
Royal Cream MarbleCO3036

Cloudy Grey

CO5083
Concrete Grey

CO5095
Crema Classico

CO1021
Ice Caps

CO2050
Mars Terrain

CO3091
Fine Slate

CO5084
Egyptian Marble

Quartz Collection Marble Series


